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1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many examples in mathematical physics where the steady state of 
a system is described as a fixed point of a nonlinear equation in a Banach space, 
which in general has more than one solution. Nature selects a specific solution 
among the many mathematically possible ones according to stability properties 
[lo]. We call a constructive method selective if it simulates the behavior of 
nature, i.e., a fixed point is attractive or repelling with respect to this method 
if it is so in the physical sense. Here, we describe a simple iteration scheme having 
the selection property to some extent. The local statement (Theorem 1.1) is in 
complete analogy to known results in evolution equations [5, pp. 99, 106; 91; 
however, the global result (Theorem 1.2) requires stronger assumptions and is 
less precise concerning the stable manifold. 
Let X be a real or complex Banach space and F: X - X. We study the 
iteration procedure Fn(x), x E X, and its convergence properties in a neighbor- 
hood of a fixed point z of F. spr F’(z) denotes the spectral radius of the derivative 
F’(x). As is well known, sprF’(.s) < 1 is a sufficient condition for the local 
convergence of Fn(x) to Z. Necessary conditions are harder to obtain but im- 
portant for the selection property. Therefore, it is of interest to characterize 
the class of operators having the property that sprF’(z) < 1 is necessary and 
sufficient for the set N = {x E X / lim,,, F”(x) = Z} to be a neighborhood of Z. 
Indeed, this is true for compact linear operators. But nothing is known for 
nonlinear operators. We give a partial answer in the sequel and apply it to obtain 
a weak form of the selection property. 
Let 23(X) be the space of bounded endomorphisms on X equipped with 
the uniform operator norm. B denotes the closure, 8 the interior of B C X, 
and &(x) = {y E X j j/y - x !j < Y}, B, = B,(O). F: X + X is called con- 
tinuously dz@rentiable in U C X if x -F’(x) is continuous from U into ‘13(X). 
F is called a Fredholm operator if F’(x) is a Fredholm operator for every s E X. 
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A locally bounded and Gateaux-differentiable operator F in a complex Banach 
space X is said to be analytic in X [6, p. 1121. If the space X is real, F is called 
real analytic in X, if there are P,(x; h) E X, P,(x; .) being a continuous operator 
homogeneous of degree n, and P,(.; h) b ein continuous in X, such that for g 
every x E X locally 
is satisfied, where the series converges normally. 
We call a fixed point z of F stable if sprF’(z) < 1 holds. z is called weakly 
stable if sprF’(z) < 1 holds; a nonweakly stable fixed point is called unstable. 
L E !B(X) is said to be I-separable if the spectrum a(L) of the natural complex- 
ification ofL decomposes into two disjoint parts CQ and 0% , us being nonempty and 
sup 1 A 1 < inf 1 X j = a, a > 1. 
=1 02 
The next theorem gives a local instability result: 
THEOREM I. 1. Let F: X + X be continuously dzzerentiable in a neighborhood 
of x, F(x) = z and let F’(z) be l-separable. Then, for small s > 0 the set D = 
{x E B,(z) (F”(x) E B,(z), n E FY> is a proper submanifold of X. 
D is said to be a stable manifold. Obviously, under the assumptions of this 
theorem, D is nowhere dense in X. In particular, D = (z} holds if a1 is empty. 
However, we construct an example such that the set N is a neighborhood of .z, 
although F is a Cm-map and F’(z) is 1 -separable. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let F: X + X be continuous and continuously d$%rentiabZe 
in a neighborhood of z. Furthermore, let F’(z) be I-separable and let one of the 
following conditions be satisfied: 
0 
(i) F(B,(x)) # B for all x E X, r > 0. 
(ii) F is an analytic Fredholm operator with indF’(z) = 0 and 
dim X/F’(z)“X < n, < 00 for all nElA(. 
Then the set N is of first category. 
Practically, the most important condition is (ii). Obviously, in a finite-dimen- 
sional space and for analytic F the convergence of the sequence F”(x) to a fixed 
point x for all x of an open set implies that z is weakly stable. Applications to 
certain semilinear problems in partially ordered Banach spaces are given in [l 11. 
In Section 3, we show that certain stability-exchange phenomena of bifurcation 
theory are simulated by the iteration process. Let X be a real Banach space and 
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let F: lR x X + X be a twice continuously differentiable mapping with 
F(h, 0) = 0 for all h. Then (h, 0) is a trivial solution of the equation x = F(h, x). 
A solution (X, x) is called stable (unstable), if x is a stable (unstable) fixed point 
ofP(/\, .). The iteration 
x,,-1 = F@, 4, 12 := 0, 1, 2,. . ., (1.1) 
is considered near a bifurcation point (X, , 0), where DzF(& , 0) has 1 as a simple 
or a pair of simple purely imaginary eigenvalues. 
Under a suitable hypothesis, the trivial solution is stable for X < h, and 
unstable for h > h, . Moreover, in case D$(h, , 0) has 1 as a simple eigenvalue, 
the nontrivial solutions near (/1, , 0) form a branch (h(e), X(E)), / E 1 < E,, , which 
is stable for h > )10 and unstable for X < X, (cf. [3]). We show that the iteration 
procedure (1.1) yields the stable solution. Precisely, in the case where only a 
supercritical branching solution exist, one has the following result: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let the above assumptions be true. Assume h’(c) 2 0 for E 2 0. 
Then, for small ) h - h, / > 0, there is a neighborhood U, of 0, depending on h, 
such that the sequence (xJ dejked by (1.1) converges to a stable jixed point of 
W, .> for “almost all” x0 E U, , i.e., (xn) converges to the unstabZe fixed point 
x = 0 at most on a proper submanifold D, of U, . 
If at h = h, a pair of conjugate complex, simple, nonreal eigenvalues of 
D.$(/\, 0) leaves the closed unit circle with “nonvanishing velocity” and if all 
other spectral points remain, for small 1 h - h, 1, inside a circle with radius less 
than 1 about the origin, then there exists, according to [16], a two-dimensional 
attractive invariant manifold MA of F(/\, .) in a neighborhood V of 0. Under 
certain additional assumptions for h > h, , il!fA contains a closed attractive 
curve IA enclosing 0 in iV,, . In this case we shall show that the sequence (1 .I) 
converges to Z,, for all x0 of a neighborhood U,, of 0 except for a proper submanifold 
D, , i.e., the distance dist(x, , I,,) tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. On D, the 
sequence (xn) converges toward 0. 
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to examples and applications to boundary-value 
problems for nonlinear ordinary and partial differential equations. 
2. A SELECTIVE ITERATION PROCEDURE 
Let X be a real or complex Banach space and L E 8(X). The sequence (Lnx) 
converges to 0 for all x E X if spr L < 1 holds [14]. It is well known that the 
same assertion also holds for certain nonexpansive linear operators L, even if 
sprL = 1. But, as is easily seen, the set N = {x E X 1 lim,-, Lnx = O> is a 
proper subspace of X for compact L with spr L > 1. We show that this is true 
if L is 1 -separable. 
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For l-separable L let P resp. Q denote the projectors corresponding to or 
resp. u2 [7, p. 1781 
P=-&J (L - z . id)-l dz, 
lzl=b 
Q = id - P, 
where supol / h 1 < b < a and 1 z j = b is positively oriented. One has X = 
PX @ QX. The closed subspaces PX, QX are invariant with respect to L. 
There are constants a < 1, p > 0 and a norm 11 x /) = I/ Px II + 11 Qx jj equivalent 
to the original norm in X such that 
IILQxlI 3 a II Qx II 
IILPX II G (a - PI II px II 
(2.1) 
holds [12, p. 71. Throughout this section this norm is used. For l-separable L 
it follows from (2.1): 
l/L”x II = l/L”Px I/ + IILnQx II 3 a” II Qx II, a > 1. 
Thus, Lnx converges to 0 at most if Qx = 0 holds. Consequently, N is a subspace 
of PX. 
Let F: X -+ X be continuously differentiable in some ball B,(O) and F(0) = 0. 
Then 0 attracts the sequenceP(x) locally, if 0 is a stable fixed point. IfF: R - R 
is continuous and if ) F’(O)1 > 1, in every neighborhood of 0, there is a point x 
such that F”(x) does not converge to 0. However, one can construct examples 
in higher-dimensional spaces, even for Cm- mappings, where F’(0) is 1 -separable 
and the set N = {x E X / lim,,,P(x) = 0} is a neighborhood of 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let F: W + [ws be defined by (x, y) ++ (tr(x)( 1 - t,(y)), x) 
for (x, y) E W. The functions t, and t, are shown in Fig. 1; tr , t, are assumed 
to be smooth and ti’(0) = 2, t,(x) = -tl(-x), t,(y) = t,(-y). We set U = 
[w x (-fff> and (xn , yJ = F-(x, y) for n = 1, 2 ,... . Evidently, for each 
(x, y) E U there is an n E N with x, = 0 and therefore (x~+~ , yn+J = (0,O). 
In fact, ) x / > e, c < I x I < e, a < ) x / < c, resp. implies xi = 0, x2 = 0, 
x3 = 0 resp. 1 x, / < a implies x,+~ = tr(xn) and / yn+i j < f. Since we have 
t,‘(O)>l,foreveryO<IxI <uthereisakwithu<lxi =/t,“(x)1 <c. 
Hence, xk+a = 0. 
Thus, in general, one can only expect a local repelling property of 0 if F’(0) 
is l-separable. In the following we prove some instability results of this local 
type. Define 
K, = {x E X I II Px II < q II 0% II>> q > 0. 
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FIGURE 1 
Since the projection operators P, Q are continuous, K,, is a closed subset of X. 
Let be I& = Kg - (0) and l?, denote the interior of K, . 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F: X -+ X be d$ferentiable at x = 0 and let F’(0) be 
l-separable. Then there is an s > 0, and for all q > 0 an r(q) > 0, such that 
(4 WC n &d C K, , ;f F(O) = 0. 
(b) I& CI B,(,) n {x E E / Fn(x) E Bfor all n} = o holds. 
PYOO~. Let a, p be as in (2.1) and F’(0) = L. It suffices to treat the case 
F(0) = 0. Then there is, for every n, a mapping fn: X -+ X with iifn(x)II = 
o(II x 11) and Fn(x) = Lnx +fJx). A simple calculation yields, for x E K, and 
any u > 0, 
Now, (a) follows immediately from this estimate by setting n = 1 and D == 
pq/2a. Furthermore, we have for x E K, 
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Hence, positive constants a, 7 > 1 exist, such that iIF(x)ll > 7 11 x I/ holds for 
every x E KG which is small in norm. This together with (a) implies for a certain 
s>o 
{X E B, / P(x) E KS for all n} n A?# = a. 
Let q > 0 be given. Setting u = q/2 and using both estimates, one obtains 
Fn(& n B,tq,) C & for some n if r(q) is small. Thus, (b) is proved also. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let F: X + X be continuously dzzerentiable in a neighborhood of 
0; F’(O) 1 -separable. Then there exist a double cone K C X and a ball B, such that x, 
yEB,,x-y~EimpliesforsomenENj: 
llFn(x)ll > s or II F”(y)11 > s. 
Proof. Let a, p be again as in (2.1) and F’(0) = L. Choose q, 7 such that 
a 3 (1 + q)(l + q) is satisfied and define K by K = Kg . Setting u = pq/a, 
there is a 6 > 0 such that (1 + 77 - 6) > 1, (q - (T + S( 1 + q))/( 1 - S( 1 + q)) < q, 
and 1 - S(1 + q) > 0 holds. Moreover, there is a ball z where 11 L - F’(x)11 < 6. 
For z E K, x E KS , one obtains 
11 Lz - F’(x)z 11 = j/ PLz - PF’(x)z 11 + I/ QLz - QF’(x)z /j 
G 6 II z II G SC1 + q)llQLz II 
II PLz - PF’(+ II < a(1 + q)ll QLz II 
!I QLz - QZF’(+ II < SC1 + dll &Lx II. 
In view of (2.1), z E K yields 
II PLz II = IILPz II < (a - P) q II Qz II < (q - 41 QLz II. 
Hence, Lk C &. Furthermore, x E K implies 
IILz II = Ii PLz II + II QLz II 3 a II Qz II 2 (1 t 
Finally, for arbitrary xi ,..., x, E B, and z E R, 
12 
40 + d II QZ II 3 (1 I 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
7) II 2 II. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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holds if aj > 0 and xy=r aj = I. To prove this, we use (2.2) and (2.3): 
I/ Pv 11 < 11 PLZ // + 1~ P i c+yXj) - L)” :/ < (q - u + S(1 + 4))IIQLz . 
j=l 
Since QLz # 0, one obtains 11 Pv 11 < 4 I/ Qv II. Furthermore, (2.4) yields 
Forx,yEg,x-yyE,hE[O,l],onehasx+X(y-x)Egand 
F(y) - F(x) = jlF'(x + h(y - x))(y - WV) dA E R. 
0 
Let (0 = hon < AIn < ... < AZ-r < A,” = l} be a partition of the interval 
[0, I]. Then, according to (2.9, we have for the corresponding Riemann sum: 
v, = i (Aj” - hYdl) F’(x + h,“(y - x))(y - u-c) E B, 
j=l 
II vn II >, (1 + 7 - w Y - x I/- 
Consequently, in view of the definition of the Riemann integral and the closed- 
ness of K, one obtains 
F(y) - F(x) = lim V~ fz K 
n-tm 
and, since the norm is continuous, 
II F(Y) - Wll 2 (1 + 7 - S) II y - x II. 
Thus, F(y) -F(x) E A?. Now, it follows inductively that 
P(y) - P(x) E K, II F-(Y) - F%)ll 3 (1 + 7 - Ye II Y - x II 
if P(y), F”(x) E B, holds for I < k < n - I. However, since I + 7 - 8 > I, 
there is an m E N such that (1 + 7 - S)m j/y - x /I > 2s. Thus, P(x) E ES 
and P(y) E & cannot hold for all 1 ,< k < m. U.E.D. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let F: X -+ X be continuously dz#erentiable in a neighborhood 
of 0, F(0) = 0, and F’(0) be l-separable. Then, there exists a Lipschitz continuous 
mapping u defined in PD C PX with values in QX with values in QX, and an 
s > 0, such that 
{x E B, 1 F”(x) E B, for all n} = {x E X 1 x = y + u(y), y E PD} 
holds. Moreover, u has a second-order zero at x = 0. 
Hence, there is a Lipschitz continuous stable submanifold of q tangential to 
PX at x = 0. The sequence F”(x) eventually leaves the ball KS for all x outside 
this manifold. 
Proof. Let B,T, q > 0, and K be as in the previous lemma. Let the set 
{x E F9 1 F”(x) E FS for all n} be denoted by D and the restriction of the projection 
operator P to D by Pi, . For x, y E D it follows from P/,x = Ploy: x - y E 
QX C K. Hence, by means of Lemma 2.2, we have x = y. Therefore, the 
mapping PI,: D - PX is invertible. Writing E for the inverse mapping, we 
define the mapping u: PD - QX by u: y ++ G(y) - y, y E PD. It remains to 
show that u is Lipschitz continuous and differentiable at x = 0 and u’(0) = 0. 
Lemma 2.2 implies for yr , ya E PD, y1 # yz: 
II W(rJ - ~(rz>)ll > 9 II QMn) - ~(rJ>lL 
Observing the definition of u, this inequality is equivalent to 
II 4~~) - 4h)li < a II y1 - y2 II. 
This implies Lipschitz continuity for u in PD with the constant l/q. Moreover, 
by means of Theorem 2.1(b) the above estimates are satisfied for arbitrary 
q > 0 if II y1 II, II yz II -=c r(q) holds. Thus, 
This proves the smoothness assertion of Theorem 2.3. 
Under certain additional assumptions for the mapping F: X + X we show 
that the set N = {x E X I lim,,, F”(x) = 0} is of first category in the sense of 
Baire if F’(0) is l-separable, i.e., N is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. 
The practically most important classes of mappings for which we prove this 
property are the open and analytic mappings. It should be remarked that there 
is no relationship between sets of first category and sets of measure 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let F: X --f X be continuously dzyerentiable in a neighborhood 
of 0 and let F’(0) be 1 -separable. Furthermore, let one of the following conditions be 
satisfied: 
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(i) F is continuous andF(B,(n)) + c holdsfor all s E -‘i, p :- 0; 
(ii) F is a Fredholm operator and dim QX =- cc; 
(iii) F is an analytic Fredholm operator z&h ind F’(0) = 0, and 
dim X/F’(O)“*X < rzO < co holds for all n E N. 
Then, the set N is of first category. 
Notice that Fn is a Fredholm operator if F is a Fredholm operator. If F is a 
continuously differentiable Fredholm operator, all derivatives F’(x) have the 
same index. In (ii) one can replace the Fredholm property of F by 
dim X/F’(x)X < co for x E X. Let F be analytic and suppose that there is no 
spectral point of F’(0) in the closed unit ball. Then, N is of first category too. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let B,< and K be as in Lemma 2.2. The sets A,, 
defined by 
are closed, since F is continuous. 
Hence, it remains to show that A,L is nowhere dense. Suppose, A, # o and 
B,(x) C A, . Then, from the definition of A,, , it follows that 
Fk(B,(x)) C B\. for k > n. (2.7) 
Furthermore, if F is differentiable, we have 
(F”)‘(y)X C X - I?- for k > n, y E B,(x) cw 
as another consequence of our assumption. Otherwise, there exist y E B,(x), 
z E X, and k 3 II such that 0 # (Fk)‘(y)z E g. H ence, according to the definition 
of (Fk)‘(y), there is a A > 0 such that y + hz E B,(x) and 
0 # F”( y + hz) - F*(y) E I? n B, , 
contradicting Lemma 2.2 by (2.7). N ow, we prove the above theorem by contra- 
diction through (2.7), (2.8). 
(i) Since F is continuous, we have for x E X, p > 0, 
-__- 
FV%4) = W,(x)). 
Hence, condition (i) implies inductively F”(B,>(x)) + :‘ Allow that B,(y) C 
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P(B,(x)) and y EP(B,(~)). Since k # O, there is an 
u E (Y + K) n B,(Y) n FA(%4), 
(2.7) and u - y E k lead to a contradiction via Lemma 2.2. 
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u # y such that 
(ii) Let (er ,..., e,> C QX be linearly independent, K 3 n, y E B,(x), and 
let [ej] be the corresponding elements of the space X/(F”)‘(y)X. By (2.8) one 
obtains from 
jfl %[%I = PI 
x=fajejE(X-@nQX. 
j=l 
Thus, Pz = 0 and j/ Pz )I 3 q )/ Qx (I. Th is implies Q.z = 0. Hence z = 0 and 
all 01~ = 0. Therefore, we have 
dim X/(P)‘(y)X > dim QX = co, 
contradicting the Fredholm property of the mapping F’k X -+ X. 
(iii) We show by induction 
dim X/(F”“)‘(x) > m forall xEX, mEN. (2.9) 
However, (2.9) contradicts condition (iii) for m = n, + 1 and x = 0. (We may 
assume F(0) = 0 and hence F’(0)l” = (F”)‘(O).) In fact, setting 
Z(Y) = (F”“)‘(Y), V(y) = (F’“-l’“)‘(F”(y)), 
one obtains for every y E B,(x) by the chain rule, (2.7), (2.8) and the validity of 
(2.9) for m - 1 (m > 2): 
Z(Y)X = (F (“-l)n)‘(Fn(y)) 0 (F%)‘(y)X C V(y)Xn (X - Ii?-). (2.10) 
According to (2.5) one gets for any e E k: 
0 # b = V(y)e = F’(F(“-l)+l(y)) 0 ... 0 F’(Fn(y))e E & n V(y)X. (2.11) 
Let {[~Jv ,..-, [u,]~}, a, E X be a basis of the space X/V(y)X and consider 
[a& ,..., [a& , [b]= as elements of the space X/Z(y)X. From 
tl %[%lZ + RblZ = [OIZ 
409159/3-13 
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it follows by (2.10) and (2.1 1): 
Hence, all 01~ vanish and 
j3b E (X - 8) n (Zt u (0)) 
holds, implying p = 0. Therefore for ally E B,(x) we have 
dim X/Z(y) > dim X/V(y)X + 1 > m. 
The mapping F”: X--f X is analytic. The derivative of an analytic mapping 
at x E X is equal to the first-order polynomial operator PI(x; .) of the corre- 
sponding Taylor expansion at x [6, p. 7691. Hence, according to [6, p. 7691, 
the mapping (Fk)‘( .)h: X--z X is analytic for a fixed h. Moreover, (F”)‘(x) is a 
Fredholm operator and ind(F”)‘(x) = 0 f or every x E X. Thus, assertion (2.9) 
for all of X follows by the following lemma, which is a generalization of a theorem 
of Gohberg and Krein [4, p. 211. For m = 1, (2.9) follows immediately by (2.8) 
and this lemma. 
Let the algebra of linear bounded Fredholm operators in X having index 0 be 
denoted by B(X); kerL denotes the null space of L. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be an open connected domain in X and V: G --z g(X) be an 
operator-valued mapping. Let the mapping V(.)h: G ---f X be analytic for every 
jixed h E X. Moreover, assume that for y E B,(x) 
dim ker V(y) = dim X/V(y)X 3 c 
holds. Then, this inequality holds in all G. 
Proof. Define a(y) = dim ker V(y), and let x E G and z E X. Denote by 
K(X, z) the sup of K, for which 1 A ! < K implies: x + hz E G. The set C*(x) = 
{y E G 1 y = x + Xz, x E X, 1 /I 1 < K(X, z)] is called C-star in G over x (cf. 
[6, p. 981). Since the mapping V(.)h: G -+ X is analytic, the mapping V(x + hz)h: 
(1 -+ X is also analytic for a fixed x E G and x, h E X. Here A denotes the corre- 
sponding scalar field. According to [7, p. 3651 it follows that the mapping 
V(x + hz): fl -j 23(X) is analytic. Therefore, by Gohberg-Krein one obtains 
“(x + hz) = n = const for all I h / < K(X, z), except for some isolated points, 
where a(x + hz) > n holds. (In [4], this theorem is formulated for Hilbert 
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spaces only. However, the proof for Banach spaces is exactly the same if one 
replaces orthogonality by duality.) Since by assumption, CS(X + Xz) 3 c for 
! h / < p/l] z 11, we have n 2 c and a(y) > c in C*(X). Let r be a rectifiable curve 
in G connecting x and an arbitrary point y E G. Then there are points xi E r, 
1 < i < m such that xi = x and 
rc ij c*(xJ 
i=l 
holds. Furthermore, for 2 < i < m there exist balls BPi(x,) such that BJxJ C 
C*(xJ n C*(x,-J. Hence, we have a(y) > c in all of G. Q.E.D. 
3. SELECTIVE ITERATION PROCEDURES FOR 
SOME BIFURCATION PHENOMENA 
Let X be a real Banach space throughout this section. We consider a nonlinear 
mapping F: R x X -+ X with the following properties: 
(i) F: I x I’ --f X is twice continuously differentiable. 
Here, I C R is a suitable interval containing h, and V is a certain neighborhood 
of 0. Assume that in I x I’, F has the local properties near (ha, 0) used sub- 
sequently. It is a little awkward to collect these properties at this point.Therefore, 
we carry out the following as if I x V were an adjustable neighborhood of 
(A,, 0). Suppose 
(ii) F(h, 0) = 0 for h ~1. 
Then (h, 0) is a trivial solution of the equation 
x =F(X,x). (3-l) 
Furthermore, we assume that (D$(A, x) denotes the partial derivative of F with 
respect to x at (h, x)) 
(iii) 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Dz(h,, , 0). All other spectral points are 
contained in a ball with radius strictly less than 1 about the origin. 
Let us be the corresponding normed eigenvector and 2 be any complement of 
span {u,,}. Under the additional assumption 
(iv) Df$(hs , 0) us E lR+u,@ Z. 
(h, , 0) is a bifurcation point of (3.1) (cf. [2]). The nontrivial solutions in I x V 
form a branch (A(S), X(E)), j E j < E,, , where X(C) = EZ~,, + c+(e) holds and 
A: [-co ) CO] --f R, I): [-c ,, , co] --f Z are continuously differentiable functions, 
h(0) = h, and I/l(O) = 0. A continuity argument guarantees, by means of 
[3; 7, p. 2121, that D$(A, X) has a positive simple eigenvalue y(X, x) and the 
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remainder of its spectrum is contained in the unit ball at nonzero distance from 
the unit circle. Moreover, at h = h, , y(A) = y(h, 0) crosses the unit circle with 
“nonvanishing velocity” I’ > 0 (cf. [3]). Let u(h) be the corresponding 
normed eigenvectors of D,F(X, 0) and p(A) be the corresponding Dunford 
projectors, P(X) = id - Q(h). The following notations are used: 
x*(A) = Wu(h) + P(A)X, 
f&(4 = G 6 x I II P@)x I’ < q Ii Q(f+ ill, 
K,*(A) = K,(h) n X+). 
Evidently, the trivial solution is stable for X < h, and unstable for h ; h,, , 
h ~1. Suppose that h’(c) # 0 holds for E # 0. Then by means of [3], the super- 
critical branching solutions obtain stability from the trivial solution, whereas 
subcritical solutions are unstable. The contraction mapping principle implies 
that a stable fixed point ofF(h, .) is a local attractor of the sequence (x7J defined by 
x n+l = F(A 4, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3.2) 
If h E I is greater than h, , I)$(& 0) is l-separable and the instability theorems, 
Theorems 2.1, 2.3 resp., apply immediately. Hence, the sequence (3~‘~) is repelled 
from x = 0 for almost all x0 of a neighborhood of 0. Moreover, if there is a 
supercritical branching solution (A, x), the iteration (3.2) yields the stable 
solution (h, x) alternatively for one of the initial data x0 = +y (y E X+(h), 
oi = a(&~) > 0 sufficiently small), depending on whether x E X+(&J or 
x E X-(X,) holds. This is a consequence of the following theorem. We consider 
the case A’(c) > 0 for E > 0. Then, there is a supercritical solution branch 
(X, .+(A)) parameterized by h with x+(X) E X+(X,). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (i)-(iv) be valid. Assume h’(c) > 0 for E > 0. Then, 
for every h > A,, (X E I) and q > 0 there is a neighborhood W of 0, depending on h 
and q, such that the sequence (3.2) converges toward x+(A), if x,, E W n K,+(h) 
holds. 
Proof. Consider the twice continuously differentiable mapping +: I x lV -j 
I x X defined by (h, x) i--t (h, F(h, x)). Observing D,,F(h, , 0) = 0, it is easy to 
check that the derivatives +‘(A0 , 0) and D$(&, , 0) have the same spectral points. 
1 is a double eigenvalue of #‘(ho , 0); [w x Q(/+,)X is the corresponding eigenspace. 
Hence, we can apply the center manifold theorem of Ruelle and Takens to + 
(cf. [ 161). According to this theorem there is a continuously differentiable 
mapping h: I x (Q(h,)X n V) + P(&)X with h(& , 0) = 0 and D&h, , 0) = 0, 
such that the manifold 
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is locally invariant and attractive with respect to 4. If h E I is fixed, we obtain a 
one-dimensional section M(h) = {x E V j (A, x) E M} of M which is locally 
invariant and attractive for F(A, *) in the following sense. Defining a projector 
S = S(h): I/ -+ M(h) by x i--t $.&)x + h(h, @,,)x), we have: 
(a) x E M(h) and F(h, x) E V implies: F(h, x) E M(A), 
(b) x E VandF(h, x) E Vimplies: lIF(A, x) - SF(A, x)11 < ~111 x - Sx I/, 
where 0 < 01 < 1 holds and j/ . /j is a suitable norm in X equivalent to the original 
norm. It is used subsequently. Thus, every fixed point ofF(h, .) in V is contained 
in M(A) necessarily. Setting M+(A) = M(A) r\ X+(h,) we have x+(h) E M+(h). 
Since x+(h) is stable, there exists a ball B,(x+(A)), whereF(A, .) is contractive. 
Next let 0 < E < 11 x+(h)/1 and set M,+(A) = M+(X) - B, . (a) implies that 
that the space Q(h,)X + D&A, x)@h,)X is the eigenspace of D$(h, x) corre- 
sponding to y(h, x) for every x E M(h). Hence, since y(A, x) > 0 and r(h, 0) > 1 
and since x-‘(X) is the only fixed point of F(A, *) in M+(h), there is a k E N such 
that P(h, x) E B,(x+(h)) holds for all x E MG+(A). This is even true for x of a 
neighborhood of Me+(X). In fact, we may assume that M,+(A) is compact. Using 
the equicontinuity of P(A, *) in M;(h) one obtains the existence of a positive 
number ~(6) = p(A, E), such that F”(h, x) is contained in B,(x+(A)) whenever x 
is an element of 
u,+ = U,+(X) = {x E v 1 11 x - sx 11 < p(c), sx E ~~+(A)). 
Here, &<+(A) denotes the interior of M<+(h) relatively to M(A) and S: V ---f M(h) 
is the projector defined above. Hence, the sequence (3.2) converges to x+(h) in 
u,+. 
Let q > 0 be given. The proof proceeds now by constructing a neighborhood 
W = W(A, q) of 0 such that (P(h, x)) eventually enters U,+ for some E > 0, if 
x E Kq+(h) n W holds. By means of Theorem 2.1, for small q > 0, one can find 
Y = r(h, q) > 0 with the following properties: (1) 0 < Y < j/ x+(h))l, (2) B, C V, 
(3) F(A, K) C V, (4) F(A, &+(A) n &) C K,+(h), (5) for every x E&+(A) there 
is a k, such that F”(h, x) E &+(A) and // Fk(A, x)1! > Y holds. Setting 17 = 
min(r/2, P(Y,/~)) we define W as follows: 
W = {x E B, / I/ x - S’x I/ < v}. 
Thus, for x E &+(A) n Wand a certain k we have SP(X, x) E M+(A) and 
/I SF”(A, X)/I > IIF”(h, x)11 - lIF”(h, X) - SFk(k x>II > Y - 7 2 “P. 
Hence, Fk(X, x) E U& , since M(h) is attractive. Q.E.D. 
Obviously, (W n J?,+(X)) u U& is an open, connected neighborhood of 
the fixed point x+(h) and the iteration (3.2) yields x+(A) in this neighborhood. 
Thus, the proposed method is numerically stable. To be specific, one could 
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evaluate the x,, (n =~ 1, 2,... ) only approximatively- without losing the selection 
character. 
Next we suppose that Eq. (3.1) has only supercritical branching solutions in 
1 x 1-. In this case we have the stronger result of the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (i)-(iv) hold. Furthermore, let X’(E) > 0 for t > 0 and 
h'(~)<Ofw~<Oandh>h,(h~I). Th en there is an open connected neigh- 
borhood U of 0, depending on A, such that the sequence (3.2) converges to a fixed 
point of F(h, .) in 0’. This jked point is stable for all initial data x,, E C - D. 
Here, D denotes a stable submanifold on which (F’“(A, x)) converges toward 0. 
Pyoof. The assumptions imply that in addition to (h, x+(h)), there is another 
stable supercritical solution branch (X, x-(h)) in I x CI, where m+(h) E M*(h) -= 
M(h) n -Y-k(&) holds. Now, let X 1 h,, (X ~1) be fixed. In analogy to the proof 
of the previous theorem, for any 0 < t < min(l/ x+(h)ll, I! x-(h)l/) one can con- 
struct neighborhoods U$ of &P(A) - B, such that the sequence (F”(/\, x)) 
converges in ziC$ resp. U;, to the fixed point r’(h) resp. x-(h). Define S: 
V-t -II(h) as in that proof. Let E be sufficiently small and set 7 = min(r/2,4~/2)). 
Then, according to Theorem 2.3, (F*(A, x)) leaves the neighborhood TV -z 
{x E Be ‘I .v - Sx I( < 7) of the instable fixed point 0, provided that x is not in 
a stable manifold D, D being Lipschitz continuous and tangent to P(A)X 
at x -~= 0. However, if the sequence leaves IV, the same argument as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 establishes that Fn(A, x) is contained in one of the sets C’& or 
U;;, for large n. Hence, it converges to a stable fixed point x+(h) or x (h). 
Moreover, if (Fn(h, x)) remains in W for all n, i.e., x E D, it converges toward 0 
necessarily. Otherwise, there is a 0 :> 0 such that F”(X, x) E Cl,- or F7”(h, x) E Co- 
holds for a certain n. Thus, setting Lr = W u i7;., u r?;;r, , the present theorem 
is proved. 
Finally, we study the following bifurcation phenomena: 
(v) At h =- /\s a pair of conjugate complex simple nonreal eigenvalues 
y(A)e=-@(A) of Dz(A, 0) crosses the unit circle with “nonvanishing velocity” 
y’(h,) > 0 and all other spectral points of D,J;(h, 0) are inside a circle with 
radius less than 1 about the origin for h E I. 
According to [16], (v) implies the existence of a two-dimensional attractive 
invariant manifold M(h) of F(h, .) in V for A ~1. Under certain additional 
assumptions M(h) contains a closed invariant curve l(h) which contracts to the 
point 0 if 1 ,\ - A0 I tends to 0. Moreover, supercritical curves are locally attractive 
in M(h). There is a number 6 = t(A) > 0 such that x E M(A) and dist(x, Z(A)) < [ 
implies 
dist(F(h, x), I(/\)) < (Y dist(x, I(/\)), 
where 0 < DL < 1 holds. The derivative D,.F(A, 0) is again I-separable for 
h > A,, . 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let (i), (“) 11 , and(v) be true. Suppose, that there is a supercritical 
branch of invariant curves I(h). Then, for h E I and X # A,, there is a neighborhood U 
of 0, depending on A, such that the sequence (F”(A, x)) converges toward 0 in U ;f 
h < A, holds. However, $A - A, is positive, we have 
lii dist(F”(X, x), Z(h)) := 0 
for every x of U with the exception of a proper submanifold, where (Fn(A, z)) 
converges to 0. 
Proof. The assertion is trivial for A < A, . Let h > A, (A E I) be fixed. Q(A) 
denotes the Dunford projector corresponding to the eigenvalues y(h)e*@(“) of 
Dg(A, 0), P(h) = id - Q(A). The manifold M(h) is of the form {x = y + h(h, y)}, 
where h(X, .): Q(A,,)X n V + P&,)X is continuously differentiable. Let 5 be as 
above and E be small. Setting A&(h) = M(X) - B, we may assume that A&(h) 
is compact. We have y(A) > 1, and Q(h)X is tangent to M(A) at x = 0. Hence, 
if h - A0 is sufficiently small, there is an n, E N such that dist(F%(h, x), Z(h)) < 6 
holds for x E M,(h) and n > no. Now, the attractivity of M(A) and Z(A), and the 
equicontinuity of F”(h, .) in MC(h) imply limn+m dist(F”(X, x), Z(A)) = 0 for 
x E U, , where 
U, = {x E V 1 [/ x - Sx // < p(c), Sx E &$(A)}, 
~(6) > 0, and S: V + M(h) is defined by x t+ Q&)x + h(A, Q&,)x). Now, 
applying Theorem 2.3, the assertion follows quite analogously to the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 for the neighborhood 
U = {x E B, I j/ x - Sx II < min(E/2, P(E/~))) U lJziz 
with E > 0 sufficiently small. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces, XC Y. Stationary solutions of many physical 
problems are described by equations of the following type: 
Au = F(h, u), u E D(A). (4.1) 
Here, A is a closed linear map defined on D(A) C X, taking values in Y. Further- 
more, F: R’ x X-t Y and F(h, 0) = 0. Often A has a bounded (frequently even 
compact) inverse A-l: Y + X, so that (4.1) is equivalent to 
u = A-IF@, u), UEX, (4.2) 
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where the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2) d e fi nes an operator in -Y satisfying the 
requirements of the proposed theorems. Thus, in a neighborhood of certain 
bifurcation points, the iteration process 
AU n+l = F(k u,,), u, E D(A), n = 0, I, 2,... (4.3) 
yields the stable solutions of (4.1) in the sense discussed in the preceding 
sections. Examples of boundary-value problems for nonlinear ordinary and partial 
differential equations formulated in the form (4.1) are given in [2, 8, 151. 
A physically relevant criterium of stability is u(A - D,F(h, u)) C @+. For 
ordinary differential equations it guarantees the stability of a solution u with 
respect to solutions of the corresponding evolution equation (au/at) + Au - 
F(X, u) = 0. u(A - D,F(/\,u)) Cd=+ is a necessary condition for Liapunov 
stability. Generalizations to parabolic equations are given in [9]. However, in 
general, very little can be said about the spectrum of A - D,F(X, u) if 
u(A-~D,F(~,u)) ' k IS nown and vice versa (cf. [I I]). 
As an example of the preceding notions we consider a class of elliptic boundary- 
value problems of second order. Let Q C Rn be a bounded domain with smooth 
boundary 3-Q. Ck+a(D) d enotes the space of k-times continuously differentiable 
functions on 0 whose Kth-order derivatives are Hiilder continuous in 0 with 
exponent 01 E (0, I), equipped with the usual norm I/ . ljkiy . Furthermore, we set 
x = (u E c1+y!q 1 24 = 0 onaQ~andP+={uEX(u>Oin.Q,&/&<O 
on asZ>, where a/& denotes the outward pointing normal derivative to 3Q. 
Define the differential operators 
Au = - f u&) ZL,~~> $ f hi(x) u,+ -1. c(x)u, 
i,j=l j=l 
F(A 4 = ha(x) u + g(x, x, u). 
We consider the boundary-value problem 
Au = F(/\, u) in Q, 
U==O on ai2. 
(4.4) 
Assumethata,~,b~,c,a~C~(~)for1~i,j,<nandc~O,a~a,>Oin~; 
moreover, A is uniformly elliptic and formally self-adjoint with respect to the 
boundary condition u = 0. g is (K + 1)-t imes continuously differentiable (tZ > 2) 
and Dug@, x,0) = g(X, x,0) = 0 ina. 
It is well known that A is an isomorphism of C2fa(@ onto C?(o). Our assump- 
tions guarantee that the map A-lF: [w x X -+ X is K-times continuously 
differentiable and, according to [15], compact. Hence, its derivatives are compact. 
Further, it is shown in [I 51 that A-b is a strongly positive operator with respect 
- -. 
to the partial order in Xgenerated by Pf. P+ IS a closed cone in X with nonempty 
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interior. Thus, according to a theorem of Krein and Rutman [13], A-la possesses 
a simple, positive eigenvalue I/& of maximal modulus. The corresponding 
eigenvector ua is an element of P +. Therefore, conditions (i)-(iv) of Section 3 are 
satisfied. (ha , 0) is a bifurcation point of Eq. (4.2), and Theorems 3.1, 3.2 resp. 
apply immediately. 
Moreover, let be v EF, v # 0, and w = A-lD,F(h, U)W. Then, if /j u Ill+o! is 
sufficiently small, we have 
Aw = h(x)v + Dug@, x, u)v > 0 in J7 
and by the strong maximum principle w E P +. Hence, in a certain neighborhood 
of (ha , 0) all derivatives A-lD,F(X, u) are strongly positive. The spectrum of 
A - /\a is real and positive for small h > 0, since A is formally self-adjoint. 
Thus, it can be readily seen by means of Krein and Rutman’s theorem and 
[3, Theorem I.161 that the numerical and physical notion of stability coincide 
near (h, , 0). 
A special case is 
$g(h,,x,O) = 0, l<j<n-1 
(4 ~g(&,*,O) <O (b) &Go , *, 0) > 0. 
If n is even, there exists exactly one nontrivial solution branch u(h), h ~1, 
emanating from the trivial solution at X = h, . If n is odd, there exist in case (a) 
two supercritical and in case (b) t wo subcritical solution branches u*(X) # 0 
(cf. [S]). Supercritical branching solutions obtain stability form the trivial 
solution. 
We conclude this section with an example of a special nonlinear Sturm- 
Liouville eigenvalue problem. Here, the center manifold is known explicitly. 
Near a certain bifurcation point we estimate the domains of attractivity of the 
stable solutions. Furthermore, some a priori error estimates are done. 
Let be J = [0, ~1 C [w. Define Au = --u” andF(A, U) = h(u + f(u” + (zP)u). 
We assume that f is sufficiently smooth and --I < f’(x) < --r/2, Y > 0 holds 
in [0,6],f(O) = 0. D enote H = Hz(J) n al(J), where Hz(J) and &i(J) are the 
usual Sobolev spaces and His equipped with the H2-norm 11 . /I. It is well known 
that A is an isomorphism of H onto the space L,(J). One can show that the 
inverse operator A-l: H--+ His compact and self-adjoint. It possesses a decreasing 
sequence of simple eigenvalues l/K2 (K = 1,2,...). The corresponding eigen- 
functions {sin kx} form a complete orthogonal system in H. Denote the ortho- 
gonal projector onto the eigenspace span{sin X> by Q and set P = id - Q. 
Then H = PH @ QH and u = v + E sin x, v E PH, for ?I E H. The subspaces 
PH, QH are invariant with respect to A-l and 11 A-li,H 11 = $ holds. Moreover, 
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the space QH is invariant and, as shown below, locally attractive with respect 
to A-rF(h, .) for j h ; < 4. Via the Ansatz u = E sin x, E const, for 
-Utf _ A(” +f(u” -; u”)U) 
u(0) = u(n) -.-I 0, 
(4.5) 
one finds that there are two supercritical branching solutions u*(h) = &g(A) sin x, 
emanating from the trivial solution at X = 1. Setting a = a(h) = ((h - I)/(rX))li2 
one has a < Z(h) < 2112a for small positive ;\ - 1. Theorem 3.2 is applicable 
here. Indeed, there are positive constants h, , p(X) such that the iteration (4.2) 
yields a solution of (4.5) in 1 E ( < 21/2a, /j ZI I/ < p(A) for 0 < h - 1 < h, . 
Moreover, there is a function p(/\, l ) increasing with / E / such that one obtains 
even a stable solution in 0 < / E 1 < 21/2a, I/ v 11 < ~(h, l ). In what follows 
we prove this assertion independently of Theorem 3.2. We carry out the argument 
as if h, , p(h), and & E) were adjustable parameters. We impose the necessary 
restrictions on their size as they appear by a finite number of conditions which 
can be satisfied simultaneously for small h - 1 and /I v 1~. 
Introducing g(E, v, v’, x) = (f((v + E sin x)” f (v’ + E cos x)“) - f(e”))(z - 
E sin x), and /z(c) = E + Ed, we have for u = v + E sin x: 
QA-‘F(A, 24) = C sin X, EI = U.(E) + X(A-rg(-(E, 03, v’, x), sin x) 
II pA-lF(x, u>ll < (W4)(1 +f(c”)) II V I/ + X /I A-lg(c, Vu, V’, X)ii 
Here, (., .) denotes the H2-product. According to the embedding theorem, 
there are constants cr , c2 > 0 such that 
Furthermore, using the meanvalue theorem, one obtains by an easy calculation 
Ii A-lg(c, v, a’, x)ll < c1c2(2c + c2 II 2, ll)(c + c2 !I 2’ Ii) o<~ca&2~l f’Wl)ll v I/. 
For small h - 1 > 0, we have 
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Hence, there are constants pL1 > 1, pa > 0, pa < 1, p4 , depending on A, and 
a function p(/\, E) such that 11 v 11 < p(A, 6) implies: 
/cl >kid O< 1~1 <ia, 
I El > IEl +k23 +a < / E j < a, (1) 
I c I b a, I c ‘F c I < p3 I E F g I + pa II v II, a < / E ( < 2112a. 
Now, choose A - 1 and p(A) so small that for / E 1 < 21j2a and 11 v /I < P(h) 
II PA-w> 4 < PO II v II, PO < 1 
1 E I < 2a1j2 
(2) 
holds. Then, the sequence (uJ defined by (4.2) converges either toward 0 in 
G / < 21i2a, I/ v 11 < p(A), or since QH is attractive for A-lF(A, *), there is an 
no such that U, is contained in 0 < [ E 1 < 21i2a, 11 v 11 < p(X, C) for n > no . 
However, for initial data u. with e. > 0 resp. co < 0 and 11 v. /I < ~(h, l o), the 
sequence (un) leaves I E / < a. From the point 
B(C) 2 0 for a < ; E j < 21/2u 
Z 2a/3p2 for ia < 1 E 1 < a 
2 2aPp2 + Ma/3 I 6 1 - l)/k(kb) for 0 < 1 E 1 < $a 
onward, u, is contained in a < E < 21/2a resp. a < --E < 21i2a, 11 v jl < p(A, c) 
where A-117(/\, .) is contractive. Setting /I = max(po , p3), we have the following 
estimate: 
II u*@> - u, II < I 6, 7 E I /I sin x II + pan II v 11, E20 
1 E, F E 1 < pt-n(s)a(21’2 - 1) + (n - fz(~)) ~4/3R-n(E)-1 11 v 11, n 3 n(c) 
Thus, (un) converges toward u+(h) resp. u-(h). To summarize, for small X - 1, 
one estimates the domains of attractivity of u*(h) by choosing the constants pi 
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and evaluating &I, E), 1 E I < 21j2a, such that (1) and (2) 
are valid. 
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